In-vitro evaluation of a soft-tissue navigation system for laparoscopic prostatectomy.
We introduce a custom-designed phantom model for the in-vitro evaluation of an augmented reality-based soft-tissue navigation system for ultrasound-guided prostate interventions. Transrectal ultrasound segmentation of the prostate, navigation aid placement, initial registration, endoscope tracking, and enhanced visualization steps in the navigation procedure were performed to accommodate the actual prostatic motion. In-vitro laparoscopic manipulations simulating surgical procedures were performed by a physician using human prostate specimens. The target visualization error, defining the accuracy of the tracking, is determined by means of a leave-out test strategy by alternately using four navigation aids for endoscope registration and the remaining two navigation aids for accuracy verification. The introduction of the navigation aids lasted approximately 3 minutes. The navigation aids and especially their barbs were visible because of their ultrasound reflecting nature. For each organ, 1000 endoscope registrations were calculated, in which two randomly chosen navigation aids served the purpose of verifying the pose. We were able to demonstrate that the superimposed image could follow automatically the videoendoscopic real-time view. The mean target visualization errors for the respective trials were determined as 0.81 (±0.12) mm, 0.62 (±0.14) mm, and 0.98 (±0.23) mm. The ultrasound-based inside-out navigation system for laparoscopic prostatectomy overcomes the problem of tissue shift and deformation in an in-vitro model. In case of organ movement, the augmented picture with the detected navigation aids could follow the videoendoscopic image using the navigation aids as landmarks.